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Abstract 

The fixed point resolution problem is solved for diagonal coset theories. The primary fields 
into which the fixed points are resolved are described by submodules of the branching spaces, 
obtained as eigenspaces of the automorphisms that implement field identification. To compute the 
characters and the modular S-matrix we use 'orbit Lie algebras' and 'twining characters', which 
were introduced in a previous paper. The characters of the primary fields are expressed in terms of 
branching functions of twining characters. This allows us to express the modular S-matrix through 
the S-matrices of the orbit Lie algebras associated to the identification group. Our results can be 
extended to the larger class of 'generalized diagonal cosets'. 

1. Introduction 

The coset construction has been proposed already a long time ago as an important 
tool to construct two-dimensional conformal field theories. Surprisingly, however, several 
crucial problems concerning the consistency of  this construction have not been solved 

so far. In this paper we present an answer to one of  the key questions, the problem 
of  field identification and of  the resolution of  field identification fixed points, for an 
important class o f  coset theories, namely those based on diagonal subalgebras. Our 
results show in particular that for these coset theories the complete information needed 
in the coset construction is already encoded in the underlying W Z W  theories. Our 
methods and results can in fact be easily extended to the larger class of  'generalized 
diagonal '  embeddings. 

1 Heisenberg fellow. 
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The main idea of the coset construction is the following. One starts with a finite- 
dimensional Lie algebra ~, which is the direct sum of simple and abelian subalgebras, 
i.e. a so-called reductive Lie algebra. In addition, one chooses a subalgebra ~t of 
which is reductive as well. Using the loop space construction and incorporating central 
extensions, one obtains the corresponding untwisted Kac-Moody algebras g and g', along 
with a natural embedding of g~ into g. Also, performing the Sugawara construction, one 
obtains Virasoro generators Ln for g and L~, for g', with central charges c and c ~, 
respectively. 

The crucial observation [2] underlying the coset construction is that the generators 
Zn := L, , -  U n satisfy again the commutation rules of the Virasoro algebra, this time with 
central charge ~ := c - ct; they are referred to as the generators as the coset Virasoro 
algebra. In order to be able to associate a conformal field theory to this Virasoro algebra 
one would like to find the representation spaces on which this algebra acts. The hope 
is, of course, to express these spaces in terms of representation spaces of g and gt, 
for this allows us to use the representation theory of affine Lie algebras, which is by 
now a well-developed tool. In this article we will show that this is in fact possible; 
however, in addition to the well-known concepts of the representation theory of affine 
Lie algebras, such as characters and branching functions, one also has to use aspects of 
the representation theory that were developed recently, namely the theory [ 1 ] of twining 
characters and orbit Lie algebras. 

A hint on what these representation spaces might be is given by the observation that 
the generators Zm commute with any element of the subalgebra g~, 

• a a . (1.1) [Lm, J~] = 0  foral l  J~ E g '  

This suggests the following ansatz for the representation spaces of the coset Virasoro 
algebra: fix non-negative integral level for g and take any unitary highest weight module 
7-/a of g at this level. Eq. ( 1.1 ) suggests that one should regard all vectors of ~A which 
differ only by the action of some dement of gl as the same vector for the putative 
representation space of the coset conformal field theory. We therefore decompose 7-/A 
into modules 7-/a, of g', ~A = ~)A' ~-~A,A' @ ~'/At , and tentatively consider ~L[A, A, a s  part 
of the Hilbert space of the coset conformal field theory. On the level of characters this g, 
corresponds to decomposing the character XgA of ~'/A into characters X a, of g', according 

to 

= (1.2) 
A ~ 

and taking the branching functions ba,a, as the characters of the coset conformal field 

theory. 
This guess, however, turns out to be too naive. Namely, first, several branching 

functions vanish, and second, certain non-vanishing branching functions are identical, in 
particular the putative vacuum primary field seems to be present several times [3-5] .  
The main reason for a branching function to vanish are conjugacy class selection rules, 
arising from the embedding ~ ~-+ ~ of finite-dimensional Lie algebras. 
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A convenient formalism to implement these two observations is provided by simple 
currents (for a review see Ref. [6] ). It can be shown [7] that there is a subgroup Gid 
of the group of integer spin simple currents of the tensor product theory described by 
g @ (gt)*, the so-called identi f ication group,  such that the group theoretical selection 
rules can be expressed by the condition that the monodromy charges Qj of any allowed 
branching function with respect to all simple currents J in the identification group 
vanish. Moreover, S-matrix elements only change by phases on simple current orbits, 

S J,A,M = e 2~ri QJ( M) " S A,M , (1.3) 

where '* '  denotes the fusion product (note that since J is a simple current, the product 
J *  A contains just one primary field so that the notation in (1.3) makes sense). By 
standard simple current arguments [6] these relations and the corresponding relations 
for the T-matrix imply that there is a modular invariant in which only allowed branching 
functions occur, 

Z ( r )  = ~ IGa,a,I • I Z bJ*(a;A')(7") 12" (1.4) 
[ A;at ] J G G  d / G  A a t 
Q=0 

This formula is to be read as follows: the branching functions for which the monodromy 
charge Q with respect to all elements of Gid vanishes are organized into orbits by the 
action of the group Gid. The square bracket indicates that the first summation is over a 
representative for each such orbit (A and A p are integrable highest weights of g and gP, 
respectively, at the relevant levels). Now for any orbit we can define a stabilizer group 
GA,A, which is the subgroup of Gid consisting of those elements that leave (A; A ~) 
invariant. In the complete square finally we have a sum over the branching functions in 
the respective orbit. 

Note that the stabilizer of the putative vacuum module, i.e. the one with highest 
weights (A = 0, A ~ = 0), is trivial, which implies that the vacuum would appear [Gidl 2 
times, due to the IGid[ 2 terms in the complete square containing the identity. Therefore 
we would like to divide the expression (1.4) by this factor. However, as was first pointed 
out in [4], this will inevitably lead to problems such as fractional coefficients in the 
partition functions as soon as there are orbits for which the stabilizer is non-trivial. Such 
orbits are termed f i xed  points .  

The factor IGA,A,[ in front of the complete square in (1.4) suggests that any fixed 
point should in fact correspond to [GA,A'] many rather than to a single primary field; this 
is called the resolut ion of the fixed point. As far as representations of the modular group 

are concerned, a solution of the problem of how to resolve fixed points was proposed in 
[7]; it prescribes a modification of the elements of the modular matrix S that involve 
fixed points in terms of the S-matrix of another (putative) conformal field theory, called 
the f i x ed  p o i n t  theory.  In this description it seems as if some necessary information for 
the coset conformal field theory is missing which cannot be obtained from data of g 
and g~ alone: it is unclear how the S-matrix of the fixed point theory can be interpreted 
in terms of the underlying Kac-Moody algebras g and gt. A closer analysis also reveals 
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[7] that the branching functions have to be changed as well in order to obtain the 
characters of  the coset conformal field theory; this is known as charac t e r  m o d i f i c a t i o n  2 . 

In [7] it was checked that the prescription in terms of  the fixed point theory yields 
consistent results at the level o f  representations o f  the modular group SL(2,Z) .  

In this paper, we will use the action of  certain outer automorphisms on the branching 
spaces to implement field identification and fixed point resolution for diagonal cosets 

directly on the candidate Hilbert space of  the theory. The procedure of  fixed point 
resolution is then explained by the idea [ 5,8 ] that the branching spaces which correspond 

to fixed points carry reduc ib l e  representations of  the coset Virasoro algebra. These 

reducible representations can be split into IGA,A, I many irreducible representations. 
The most important new insight of  this paper is that this splitting is governed by 

natural structures present in the Kac-Moody algebras g and g' ,  namely by the recently 
introduced [ 1 ] twining characters and orbit Lie algebras. This implies in particular 

that the fixed point theories which describe this splitting in fact do not constitute 

an independent input, but play the role of  summarizing various data that are already 

obtainable from the algebras g and g'. Using the results of  [ 1], we can show that at 

the level o f  representations o f  the modular group our implementation of  fixed point 

resolution is consistent with the results of  [7] .  In particular, we can compute both the 
modifications o f  the S-matrix and the characters explicitly. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 briefly review the construction of  di- 
agonal coset conformal field theories and generalized diagonal cosets and then introduce 

the automorphisms relevant for field identification, the so-called diagram automorphisms. 
Section 3 is devoted to the implementation of  field identification and a closer character- 

ization of  the coset chiral algebra. To this end branching spaces and branching functions 
are introduced and described in Subsection 3.1, and in Subsection 3.2 it is also explained 

how each field identification implies a conjugacy class selection rule as well as an invari- 

ance property of  the coset Virasoro algebra. Field identification is then described by the 

use of  certain automorphisms of  g which have the special property that they give also 
rise to automorphisms of  the subalgebra g';  we call the latter property the factorization 
property. In Section 4 we implement fixed point resolution directly on the branching 

spaces. Our central results are the formula (4.32) for the characters of  the primary fields 
into which the fixed points are resolved, as well as the formula (4.34) for the S-matrix 

of  the coset conformal field theory. In Section 5 we illustrate our formalism by applying 
it to diagonal cosets describing Z2 orbifolds of  the free boson compactified on a circle. 
Finally, we discuss how our results can be generalized to more general cosets. 

In two appendices we present some additional information. In Appendix A we derive 
some properties of  automorphisms in general cosets that fulfill the factorization prop- 
erty. Our proof  provides in particular additional insight into the uniqueness of  modular 

2 The terms 'field identification' and 'character modification' are actually misnomers. Not the fields are to be 
identified, but rather, several distinct combinations of highest weights must be identified because they describe 
one and the same field of the coset theory; and it is not the characters which get modified, but rather the 
branching functions have to be modified in order that they coincide with the true characters of the coset 
conformal field theory. 
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anomalies of characters and branching functions. In Appendix B we show that the S- 
matrix which is obtained for the coset theory is indeed a unitary, symmetric matrix, 
whose square is a conjugation of the primary fields and which, together with a diagonal 
unitary T-matrix, generates a representation of the group SL(2,Z). 

Our results show that the fixed points of coset conformal field theories supply a 
surprisingly rich structure. It would be interesting to compare our algebraic approach to 
the description of coset conformal field theories in terms of gauged WZW models so as 
to identify the analogous structures in the geometric approach. A first step towards the 
geometric interpretation of character modifications has been undertaken recently in [9]. 

2. Embeddings  and diagram automorphisms  

2.1. D i a g o n a l  embeddings  

In this section we briefly recall the definition of diagonal cosets. We fix a simple Lie 
algebra h; then we choose 2 as the direct sum of two copies of h, 2 ~ h @ h, and as 
a subalgebra g' we take g' ~ fi embedded diagonally into g- As a general convention, 
quantities referring to the subalgebra g' will be denoted by the same symbol as the 
corresponding quantities for g, but with a prime added. However, in order to keep the 
notation at a reasonable level, we will suppress the prime whenever the context (such 
as primed indices) already makes it clear that one is dealing with an object referring to 
2 t . 

The loop space construction provides an embedding of the corresponding untwisted 
Kac-Moody algebra g' ~ h into g ~' h @ h; it is given by 

E,,~ ±,~ ±,~ i i i = H(1), m n(2),m • E(l) ,  m + E(2),m, H~,, = + (2.1) 

Moreover, one has to introduce two central extensions K(1) and K(2) for the two ideals 
of g and a central extension K' for g', for which the embedding is 

K' = K{l) + K(2). (2.2) 

Diagonal cosets have been studied extensively in the literature. Many interesting 
conformal field theories can be realized in terms of diagonal cosets: the Virasoro minimal 
series, the N = 1 superconformal minimal series [2,10], and the rational Z2 orbifolds 
[ 1 1 ] of c = 1 theories. It was also in the framework of diagonal cosets that extensions 
of the chiral algebra have been discussed, leading to realizations of W algebras in terms 
of affine Lie algebras (see Ref. [ 12] and references cited there). Modular invariants for 
diagonal cosets have been studied in [ 13,14]. 

To study the implications of this situation for the representation theory, let us assume 
that V is a unitary highest weight module of g on which the central dements /£(1) and 
K~2) act as non-negative integer multiples ko),  k(2) of the identity. To obtain also an 
action of the Virasoro algebra on V, we define Lm := L(1),m + L(2),m, where 
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dim fi 
Kab 

• Z~Tm_ . . (2.3) Lo) 'm  := ~ 2 + g " )  ~ .  a b . 
a,b=l ( k(p ) nEZ 

is the Sugawara construction of  the Virasoro generators of  h at level k(p), i.e. the Tn a are 

the generators of  h, Kab is the Kil l ing form of  h, and the colons ' :  : '  denote a normal 

ordering. 

Due to the embedding gl ~ g we can view V as a gl-module,  on which the central 

element K t acts as a mult iple  U l v  of  the identity where 

k ~ = k~l) + kc2). (2.4) 

To obtain a representation of  the Virasoro algebra for g~ as well, we also perform the 

Sugawara construction for g~.3 By direct computation [2] (compare also Ref. [ 15] ), 

one checks that the difference 

L,,, :=/~,,, - L'., ( 2 . 5 )  

of  the two Virasoro algebras commutes with all elements of  gl and represents again a 

Virasoro algebra, with central charge 

:= c - c ' ,  (2.6) 

the coset  Virasoro algebra. 

Diagonal  coset theories have the advantage that various properties of  the embedding 

can be checked in a straightforward manner. One property of  diagonal cosets that can 

be seen immediate ly  is that the triangular decomposit ion 

g = g+ O go ~3 g_ (2.7) 

of  g into the Cartan subalgebra go and the Borel subalgebras g± spanned by the step 

operators of  posit ive and negative roots, and the analogous decomposit ion 

g'  = g+ • g~o @ g2 (2.8) 

of  g~ are compat ible  in the sense that 

g~ _C g# (2.9) 

for # E  { + ,  o , - } .  By construction, we then have in fact 

g~ = g# ~ g ' ,  (2.10) 

for # E  { + ,  o , - - } .  

3 These Virasoro operators act in a well-defined way on V, because for any vector o E V there are only 
finitely many positive roots of g~ for which Ev, with E the associated step operator, does not vanish. (Modules 
with this property are known as 'restricted modules'.) Note, however, that even though V is a unitary highest 
weight module over g, it is typically not a highest weight module over g~ any more, but rather a (in general 
infinite) direct sum of unitary highest weight modules. 
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The results we present in this paper can be generalized in several directions. First of 
all, the algebra h we use to construct need not be simple; rather, it can be the direct 
sum of several simple and abelian u(1) algebras. Moreover, one can also consider 
embeddings of more than one copy of h into more than two copies of h. It is this class 
of cosets that we call 'generalized diagonal cosets'. However, to keep the presentation 
as simple as possible, we will concentrate in this paper on diagonal cosets and assume 
that h is simple; the extension of our results to the case of generalized diagonal cosets 
is straightforward. 

2.2. Strictly outer  au tomorphisms  

Let us now introduce the class of automorphisms of the Kac-Moody algebra g which 
we will use to solve the fixed point problem. By definition, a strictly outer  automorphism 
(or diagram automorphism) of an affine Lie algebra g is an automorphism o) that is 

induced via 

w (  Ei~ ) = E~: i , o~( H i) = H ~'i ' (2.11) 

by an automorphism of the Dynkin diagram of g, i.e. by a permutation 69 of the labels 
i C {0, l . . . . .  r} of the nodes which leaves the Caftan matrix A invariant, A c°i/°j = 

A id .  Since the number of nodes of the Dynkin diagram is finite, any strictly outer 

automorphism has finite order, which we denote by N. As an example for such an 
automorphism consider the Dynkin diagram of A~,I): it is a regular n + 1-gon; any 
rotation with an angle a multiple of 2~r / (n  + 1) corresponds to the action of a simple 
current and is a symmetry of the Dynkin diagram. 

By construction, any diagram automorphism respects the triangular decomposition of 
g, i.e. 

w(ge) = g# (2.12) 

for # E {+,  o , - } .  Conversely, if o) is some automorphism of an affine Lie algebra 
g which obeys (2.12), then oJ is induced by a symmetry w of the Dynkin diagram. 
Namely, let E ~ b e  some step operator corresponding to a positive root c~, so that 
[ h , E  ~] = a ( h ) E  ~ for all h E go. Applying the map w to both sides of this equation, 
we learn that [oJ(h),  o)(Ea) ] = a ( h )  w ( E ~ ) .  Since W(go) = go, this shows that o)(E ~) 
is again a step operator, corresponding to a root o)*(a),  which obeys w*(cr ) (w(h) )  = 

e ( h ) .  
The same argument also shows that, in case the root space corresponding to the root 

c~ has dimension larger than one, this mapping still provides a mapping of root spaces. 
Thus the automorphism w induces a mapping oJ* of the root system; in fact, oJ* is even 
an automorphism of the root system. Moreover, (2.12) implies that for a a positive 
root, w ( E  ~) is in g+, and hence w* is an automorphism of the root system which maps 
positive roots on positive roots. The latter automorphisms are precisely the symmetries 
of the Dynkin diagram of g (compare e.g. Ref. [ 16] ). 
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The automorphism w* of  the root (or weight) space of  g acts on the simple g-roots 
O~ (i) and the fundamental g-weights A(i) as 

0 9 " ( O ( ( i ) )  = O~ (tbi) , ¢ o * ( A ( i ) )  = A ( g o i )  • (2.13) 

Also, there is a unique extension of  w to the semidirect sum of  g with the Virasoro 
algebra, namely via 

w(L, , )  = Lm - (1 i (~) ,  Hm) + 1 (A(wo), A(~oo)) 6m,O K (2.14) 

and w ( C )  = C, where C is the central element of  the Virasoro algebra. (For a more 
detailed discussion of  these matters we refer the reader to Ref. [ 1].) 

In the case of  coset theories, we are interested in a situation in which the strictly outer 

automorphisms of  an untwisted Kac-Moody algebra g and a subalgebra g '  are linked. 
Namely, consider a strictly outer automorphism 09 of  g and its restriction 

w'  := Wig, (2.15) 

to the subalgebra gl. Assume that w ~ has the non-trivial property that it maps g~ to itself 

w / :  gl __. g1 ; (2.16) 

for reasons that will become apparent soon, we will in this case say that 09 fulfills the 

factorization property. 

For diagonal cosets the strictly outer automorphisms that fulfill the factorization prop- 

erty can be described explicitly as follows: 4 fix any strictly outer automorphism w h of  

h, then 09 := w h (9 wh is a strictly outer automorphism of  g = h @ h; this automorphism 

restricts to a strictly outer automorphism w' of  g~ = h, which just coincides with (o h. 

In order to implement field identification and fixed point resolution, we will use those 
strictly outer automorphisms that correspond to simple currents; we remark that if 09h 
corresponds to a simple current of  h, then 09 and w t correspond to the action of  a simple 
current of  g and g~, respectively. 

Also note that any two diagram automorphisms o91 and 092 of  g corresponding to 
simple currents commute, 

[wl ,w2]  = 0 .  (2.17) 

This holds because the action o f  o91 and 092 on all of  g is already fully determined 
by their action on the subalgebra g+ spanned by step operators of  positive roots, and 
hence by their action on the generators corresponding to simple roots [ 1 ]; the latter 
actions, in turn, just correspond to the actions of  the automorphisms 691 and 69z o f  the 
Dynkin diagram of  g which commute. Analogous statements apply to gt and hence, as 
we will see later, if wl and w2 fulfill the factorization property, to the action on the 
chiral algebra of  the coset theory. 

4 For a discussion of the factorization property in a more general context, see Appendix A. 
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3. Branching spaces and selection rules 

3.1. Branching spaces 

379 

From the fact (1.1) that the coset Virasoro algebra and the subalgebra gt commute 
and from the decomposition (1.2) of characters it is apparent that the objects of basic 
interest in the coset construction are the spaces whose 'characters' are the branching 
functions. As we will see, these spaces, known as branching spaces, are in fact the 
building blocks of the Hilbert space of the coset theory. However, we emphasize that, 
in contrast to some claims in the literature, in the presence of fixed points they do not 
provide the irreducible representation spaces of the theory; rather, the construction of 
the Hilbert space also requires some of the tools developed in [ 1 ]. More concretely, 
bi'anching spaces can be introduced as follows. 

Any irreducible highest weight module 7-/a corresponding to a primary field of g 
decomposes [ 17, §12.10] into (in general infinitely many) irreducible highest weight 
modules of  gr. We write this decomposition as 

HA = ~[~7-[e;A,. (3.1) 
g 

Here we label the gt-modules in the decomposition by an integer g = 1,2 . . . .  and supply 
as a (redundant) label of these modules their highest weight A t =__ At(g) with respect 
to gt. All highest weights A ~ appearing in the decomposition have the same level. 

Denote by v~; a, the highest weight vector of  7-(e;a,, and consider for any gS-weight A ~ 
the complex vector space 

~-~A,A' := spanc{ve;a, [ n ' ( e )  = A'} ,  (3.2) 

i.e. the span of those highest weight vectors ve; a, which have weight A ~ with respect 
to g~ (or, equivalently, of those irreducible highest weight modules of gr appearing in 
(3.1) whose highest weight is A~). The space ~'~a,a' is called the branching space that 
corresponds to the combination (A; A t) of highest weights. Using the branching spaces 
we can write the decomposition (3.1) in the form 

~'[A = ~ ~[g;A' ~ ( ~ ' ~ A , A '  @ ~-~A', (3.3) 
g A' 

where the summation is over all integrable highest weights of  g~ at the relevant level. 
It must be noted that this definition does not guarantee that a given branching space is 
non-empty. We will see later that typically some branching spaces are empty; the main 
reason for this are group theoretical selection rules. 

To describe field identification, we need to describe maps on branching spaces. Our 
strategy will be to construct these maps from maps on representation spaces of g and 
gt; let us therefore describe in some detail these maps first. As was shown in [ 1], any 
strictly outer automorphism oJ of g induces a map to,: HA ~ ~'/~o*a- The action of this 
map on a highest weight module can be described as follows: denote by Oa the highest 
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weight vector o f  7-/A and by V,o*A the highest weight vector of  7-/0~*A. Any vector of  
7-/A is of  the form RA(X)VA, where x is an element of  I . l(g_),  the universal enveloping 
algebra of  g_ ,  i.e. x is a linear combination of  products o f  lowering operators. Such a 
vector is mapped by to, to the vector Ro,.A(W(x))Vo,*A in ~o,*A- Note that we have here 
w ( x )  acting on the highest weight vector of  some other module; it can be checked [ 1] 
that this prescription ensures that the map z,o is compatible with the null vector structure 
of  the corresponding irreducible highest weight module, i.e. ~'o~ provides a one-to-one 
correspondence between the respective null vectors. 

From this definition it follows that ~',o 'w-twines '  the action of  g in the sense that 

7"o~( RA(X)  " V) = R~o+A(W(X) ) • 7"~o(13) (3.4) 

for all x E g and all v E ~ a ,  i.e. that the diagram 

~'~ a RA( X) ~-[ A 

to, ~ ~ ~-,o (3.5) 

Rw.a(to(X) ) 
aJ*A ) ~-~to*A 

commutes.  From now on we will for simplicity drop the symbol 'R . '  which indicates the 
representation in which the various generators act, as usual (anyway, in the notations 
like xv,  the vector space of  which v is an element already uniquely determines the 

representation of  g that acts on it).  
Let us now turn to those automorphisms which fulfill the factorization property; then 

to, maps highest weight vectors with respect to g~ in the module 7-/A to highest weight 
vectors with respect to g~ in the module ~,o+a. This holds since the factorization 
property w ( g  I) C_ gl and (2.10) imply that we also have w~(g~_) C_ g~_, so that the 

property g ~ . v  = 0 for some v C ~~A implies that also g~_-(7"o,(v)) = zo,(w(g~_)-v) = 
7-,o(g~_.v) = 0. Moreover, if  vl and/32 lie in one and the same irreducible highest weight 

module of  g~, then so do r ,o(vl)  and ~',o(v2). To see this, we can assume that/31 is a 
highest weight vector with respect to g~. Then/32 = U.Vl for some uE U(g~_), and hence 

~'o~(v2) 7"o~(U.Vl) to(u) zo,(vl) ;  because of co(u) E (g_ )  this shows that 7",o(v2) 
is an element of  the Verma module with highest weight vector z,o(vl) .  Since the map 
z,o respects the null vector structure of  the modules, i.e. To,(v) is a null vector if  and 
only if v is a null vector, ~'o~(V2) is in fact an element of  the irreducible highest weight 
module with highest weight vector ~',o (/31). 

Comparing the decomposit ion (3.1) with the analogous decomposition of  ~',o (7-/a) -- 
~o~*A, it then follows that the map z,o induces a mapping J',o, of  the same order N, of  
the labels o f  the gl-modules in (3.1),  

e ~-~ ~-o,g, (3.6) 

such that r,o(~e;A, ) = ~-,.,e;o/*a,, i.e, the decomposition of  7-/o,*A reads 

"~"[to*A ~ Tto( 7-~A) "~ ~ Tto(~/g;A+) -- ~ ~"[gr, e;tot*A, . (3.7) 
g 
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This implies that the action of  the map ro~ on an irreducible g-module 7-/A can be 

described as the combination of  two maps: first, a map J'o, acting on g!-submodules of  
7-/A, which maps any irreducible gt-submodule of  7-/a to some g!-submodule of  7-/,o*A 
according t o  7-[e; At ~ ~'to(~-[g;At ) = ~t[~g;tot.At = 7"to(~-/g;A,) (or in terms of  highest weight 

vectors, Vg;A, ~ ~'~o (re;A,) = v~j;o~,. A, ), i.e., a map for which, roughly speaking, only 
the positions of  the g!-modules 7-/g;A, and 7-/~.eo~,. A, in the respective g-modules matter; 
and second, a map ~'o,, (defined via the automorphism to ! of  g! in the same way as ~'o, 
is defined via w) ,  which describes how a specific vector in 7-/eA,, considered just as 
a g!-module, is mapped to a vector in the g~-module 7"/ro,;o,,*A,. It is this observation 
which is the origin of  the name factorization property that we chose to describe the 

situation (2.16).  

3.2. Branching func t ions  

Since the generators L,, o f  the coset Virasoro algebra commute with all elements of  
the subalgebra g!, they act in a natural way on the branching spaces. We can therefore 

introduce the branching func t ions  bA,A, as the traces 

bA,A' (7") = trT_tA a, q~0-~/24 (3.8) 

over the branching spaces; here we have set as usual q := exp(27ri~'). From Eq. (3.3) 
and the relations L0 = L0 + L~ it is also apparent that the branching functions appear in 

the decomposit ion 

XA(r) =ZbA,A'(r) XA'(~) (3.9) 
A t  

of  (Virasoro specialized 5 ) characters XA(Z)  of g into (Virasoro specialized) characters 
XA, of  g!. The modular  transformation properties of  the characters of  g and g~ imply 
that the branching functions transform as 

ba,A,( 1) = ~ * bM, M,(~') 
- -  SA MS~A, M , , 

7.  , , 
M , M  t 

(3.10) 

where the sum on M and M ~ is over all integrable highest weights of  g and g!, respec- 

tively, at the relevant levels. 
It is easy to check that for diagonal cosets the relation 

- - !  - I - - I  - t 

(-/i(~,o)/-)) = (A(~,o,)~ , , H(1 )) + (A(eo,o,)(2), H(2 ) ) (3.11) 

5 Results similar to the ones derived below hold for the full characters including Caftan angles, provided that 
i + H~2). n of for the g-characters one includes only the exponentials of the specific linear combinations H(I). n 

the generators of the Cartan subalgebra go. 
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holds. (For generalized diagonal cosets one has to sum over the various ideals that 
make up g and g+; then the analogous relation takes the form ~p(A(~0)~e~,/~(p)) = 

~ t  , - t 6 
~-]~i,'( (~o'0'),,,,, H(p,)).) 

The relation (3.11 ) has two important consequences: first, it leads to a conjugacy class 
selection rule. This arises because ca := (A~0), A) modZ defines a conjugacy class of 
the g-weight ,~; in conformal field theory terms, this class is the monodromy charge [ 18] 
of A with respect to the simple current, and the identity (3.11) asserts that only those 
branching functions can be non-zero which correspond to combinations of weights which 
have zero monodromy charge with respect to all identification currents. Conversely, all 
selection rules in a diagonal coset can be described by identification currents which 
are all of the form (Jh, Jh;Jh) ,  where Jh can be any simple current of h, because 
for diagonal cosets the conjugacy class selection rules are precisely those which come 
from the conjugacy class selection rules for the tensor products of fi-representations. 
Therefore all selection rules can be implemented by strictly outer automorphisms of 
g and g; that fulfill the factorization property. Also note that the selection rule is an 
identity for conformal weights only modulo integers, while the condition (3.11) is valid 
exactly. 

A second important consequence of the relation (3.11 ) which follows from the trans- 
formation (2.14) of the Virasoro algebra under strictly outer automorphisms is that the 
coset Virasoro generators L., = Lm - U m  are invariant under w: 

o~( Lm) = o~( L,,,) - oJ ( L;.,) 

p p '  

= L , , .  (3.12) 

3.3. Identification o f  branching spaces and the coset chiral algebra 

Together with the w-twining property (3.4) of ~'o,, the invariance property (3.12) of 
the coset Virasoro algebra implies that 

~ro, L,, = w(L, , )  ~o, = L ,  ~-o,, (3.13) 

i.e. the map J',o intertwines the action of the coset Virasoro algebra on the spaces 7"[a, A, 

and 7-(o,*A,o,'*A', i.e. we have J',o: 7"[A,A, --+ ~o,*a,~o'*a' with 

[~-o,, Lm] = 0 (3.14) 

for all m C Z. (At this point it is worthwhile recalling our general convention that we 
do not display the representations R in which Lm acts explicitly; thus Eq. (3.14) stands 
for the commutative diagram 

6 A relation of this type Can actually be derived in a much more general setting for any automorphism that 
fulfills the factorizafion property. The derivation, which is presented in Appendix A, yields as a by-product 
the assertion that the modular anomaly of branching functions is uniquely determined. 
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RA,A'(Lm) 
J-~ A,A' ) ~'~ A,A' 

~-o, ~ I ~-o~ (3.15) 

ew*a,o~'*A t ( L rn ) 
J-~ m* A,~ot* A t ) ~'~to~ A,tot* A, 

i.e. for ~'o, o RA,A,(Lm) = Ro,*A,,o'*A'(Lm) o ~'o~.) This shows in particular that ~-~A,A t and 
7-G*AJ*A' carry isomorphic representations of the coset Virasoro algebra. Thus our result 
is a major step towards implementing field identification directly on the representation 
spaces (up to now it was only known that the Virasoro specialized characters of 7-(a,A, 
and 7-/o~*A,,o,*A', i.e. the branching functions, are identical). 

In order for the coset theory to be a fully consistent conformal field theory, the 
intertwining property of ~-~, must be valid not only for the coset Virasoro algebra, but 
for all of the (maximally extended) chiral algebra Wg/g, of the coset theory. The coset 
chiral algebra is commonly defined as the commutant of gt in some suitable extension 
0 (g) of the universal enveloping algebra U (g) of g; this extension must contain certain 
normal-ordered infinite sums of elements of O(g), like those occurring in the Sugawara 
construction. Obviously, the automorphism w of g, which extends to an automorphism 
of order N of the enveloping algebra U(g), should also extend to an automorphism of 
0(g)  of the same order. Such an extension of 09 must, of course, respect the normal 
ordering prescription. 

Let us denote by Wg,g, the subspace of U(g) which contains all elements that 
commute with gl C U(g). This subspace is in fact a subalgebra of U(g) which contains 
the coset Virasoro algebra. All elements of Wg.g, have a well-defined action on branching 
spaces. Moreover, the factorization property of w implies that w(Wg,g,) G Wg,g, for 
any automorphism w that we need for the description of field identification; by an 
analogous argument as in the case of the endomorphism o~' (2.16), o~ therefore induces 
an automorphism of order N of Wg,g,. Thus we can decompose Wg,g, into eigenspaces 
with respect to all automorphisms w that fulfill the factorization property. 

The eigenspace ~A;(°) of Wg,g, that is left invariant under all these automorphisms • , g , g ,  

plays a particularly important role. It is a subalgebra of Wg,g, which according to 
(2.14) contains the coset Virasoro algebra. It contains all elements of Wg,g, that are 
intertwined by ~',o. Hence, the implementation of field identification by the maps ~',o 
implies that already ~ A;(°) rather than only Wg,g, contains the coset chiral algebra • , g , g ,  

Wg/g,, and it is natural to expect that this inclusion is in fact saturated, i.e. that 

= 3 A : ( ° )  Wg/g, , ,g,g, . (3.16) 

Note that this imposes additional constraints on a consistent coset chiral algebra, which 
have not been realized in the literature so far. In the next section we will see that 
precisely these constraints enforce a consistent prescription for the resolution of field 
identification fixed points. 
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4. Fixed point characters and S-matrices 
/ 

We are now in a position to discuss the resolution of field identification fixed points 
in generalized diagonal coset conformal field theories. To this end we first recall that 
Gid, the identification group, is the abelian group generated by all combinations of  
simple currents of  g and gt that describe selection rules of  the theory. Recall that for 
generalized diagonal cosets all of  them stem from strictly outer automorphisms that 
fulfill the factorization property (2.16).  A non-empty branching space is called af ixed  

point if the relevant highest weights A and A t satisfy 

w * ( A )  = A ,  wt*(A')  = A ' .  (4.1) 

For diagonal cosets the fixed points are described by a combination of three weights of  
h that are fixed under a simple current automorphism w h of  h. 

4.1. Twining branching functions 

Recall that for any w C Gid there is a linear map 

~'eo : 7-~A,A' ----+ Hto*A,eot*A' ; (4.2) 

in case A, A t corresponds to a fixed point of  w, the map J'o, is even an endomorphism, 
and we can define the twining branching function b [°'1, a,a as the trace 

:= ~'~o q~0--~/24 b/,  °'/, (7") trT_tA.A , . (4.3) 

In other words, the twining branching function can be seen as the generating functional 

of  the trace of  ~'o, on the subspaces having definite grade with respect to the coset 
Virasoro algebra. They are thus generalized character-valued indices. 

These twining branching functions turn out to be key ingredients in the description of  
fixed point resolution. In this section, we will therefore derive some of  their properties 
using the theory of  twining characters of  W Z W  theories [ 1 ]. The twining character 

XIA '°1 of  the irreducible highest weight module ~-/A of  g with respect to the strictly outer 
automorphism a, is defined as [ 1 ] 

Xla °~I (h)  := trT_tj~o e 2~riRA(h) . (4.4) 

In the present context we are mainly interested in the Virasoro specialized (and anomaly- 
modified) twining character which for simplicity we denote by the same symbol, i.e. 

XIA °'1 (7") = trT_tA~'~o e 27ri'c(L°-c/24)) , (4.5) 

and as usual we simply write L0 in place of  R A ( L o ) .  (In [1] only the case when 
is simple has been described explicitly; in the general case, one has to take a suitable 
product of  twining characters of  the various summands of  g.) For notational convenience 
we define formally the twining branching function b I°~1, to be zero if (A; ill) is not a A,A 
fixed point of  o9. 
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The main result of [ 1] was that the twining character coincides with the character 
of another Kac-Moody algebra ~, the so-called orbit Lie algebra. The orbit Lie algebra 
corresponding to g and its diagram automorphism w is obtained by a simple prescription 
which corresponds to folding the Dynkin diagram of g according to the action of &. 
Namely, the nodes of the Dynkin diagram of the orbit Lie algebra ~ correspond to the 
orbits of tb on the Dynkin diagram of g; the relative length of the corresponding simple 
roots is given by the relative length of the orbits. More precisely, the Cartan matrix ,~ 
of the orbit Lie algebra ~ is given by the formula 

N--I 
Ni ACJi,j ~li],[J] := si.. ~ Z ' (4.6) 

l=0 

where 

Ni-1 
Si := 1 -- ~ A ~ti'i , (4.7) 

/=1 

N is the order of ~o and Ni the length of the ~b-orbit through i, and where [i], [ j ]  take 
values in the set of ~b orbits (or, alternatively, in a label set which contains one chosen 
representative for each tb-orbit). All diagram automorphisms of affine Lie algebras 

a(~) that satisfy si E {1,2} for all i, except for the automorphism of order N of g = "N-1 
rotates the Dynkin diagram, which has s = 0 and leads to a trivial twining character 
[1]. 

Except for a special class of theories for which the orbit Lie algebras are twisted 
Kac-Moody algebras, these orbit Lie algebras correspond precisely to the fixed point 
theories introduced in [7]. It is a highly non-trivial property of the twining characters 
that, in case a~ is a diagram automorphism that corresponds to a simple current of g, the 
twining characters form (up to a shift in the modular anomaly) a unitary representation 
of the twofold covering SL(2,Z) of the modular group. 

To be able to apply these results to the description of twining branching functions, 
we will show that b t~°l, ( r )  arises in the decomposition of the twining characters of g A.A 
with respect to the automorphism ro, into twining characters of gr with respect to to,,, 
i.e. they obey 

X[A°'] ( r )  V" to,~ x~,°" ) (r)  (4.8) = L_.jbA.a,(r) , 
A' 

which also justifies the name 'twining branching function'. 
To prove (4.8), we first note that (with the convention that the 'trace' is zero if to, 

maps 7-&.;o,,*A, to 7~m;o,,*a, with rn =~ g) 

X/~'1 ( r )  = truAr,o qLo--C/24 ~ tr "1" "La--C' /24~°- -&/24 (4.9) = ~ 7-te;z,(e) o~ '4 "4 , 
g 

because the coset Virasoro algebra commutes with L~. Owing to the fact that ~',o and the 
coset Virasoro algebra commute (3.14), this can be recast in the form 
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XIA ̀01 (7") = Z trT-ge:A,'r`o' q L ~ - C ' / 2 4  j.`0 q~.0-~/24, (4.10) 
g 

or, rewriting the summation indices and using the fact that non-vanishing contributions 
to the right-hand side can only arise for ~-̀ 0g = g, as 

' -  ' • qLO-~/24 XIA`0](7")=Z Z trTCe:a '7-`0'qL° C /24T`0 

M t c 
A'~e,=M' (4.1 1 ) 

= ~ trn M, (7-,0, qL~--C' /24)  . tr~tA, w (j.o qL0-~/24). 
M' 

By the defining relations of the twining characters (4.5) and the twining branching 
functions (4.3), this is nothing but (4.8). 

The formula (4.8) means in particular that, analogously to the case of ordinary 
branching functions, the twining branching functions b ['°1, A,A are computable from the 
twining characters X[A ̀01 and X[ff '] . Since the latter are equivalent to the characters of 
the orbit Lie algebras, the twining branching functions can be computed as the ordinary 
branching function 

b Ì 01 ~ (4.12) A,A' = b71.7,, 

of the coset ~ ® h/h, where h is the orbit Lie algebra of h with respect to w h. 
Moreover, just as for the ordinary branching functions, the twining branching functions 

b 1̀ 01, have nice modular transformation properties. Given the modular transformation A,A 
properties of the twining characters of g, 

Xla~°] ( - 1 ) :  Z oa,uV['°] X[/,~°] (r)  , (4.13) 

and of the twining characters of g', 

_ _  ~ ~'[`0'1 v [ , 0 ' ]  X I ` 0 , ] ( 1 )  = / - - , ~ a ' , u ' ' ~ '  (7"), (4.14) 
T 

we find that 

A,A ( - -  7" ""(A;,V),(/*;~') ~**,t*' ~'J • (4.15) 
(/z;~') 

Here we introduced 

S1:,01 . -  v[,0] tv[,0'] ~* (4.16) (a;a,),(~;~,,) .-~a,~ ~a',~z'J , 

where ~[,01 and ¢[,0'1 stand for the product of the corresponding S-matrices of the %h,/* %,V ,/.*/ 
twining characters for all the ideals of g and g', respectively. It would be rather difficult 
to compute the matrix elements v[,0] and ~[,0'] from the definition (4.5) of the twining ~A,/z ~A',/z' 
characters. However, using the results of [ 1 ] these matrices can be easily computed 
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as the S-matrices of the respective orbit Lie algebras. Also, the matrix T [°'1 which 
describes the behaviour of the twining branching functions under r ~ r + 1 is the 
diagonal unitary matrix obtained as the restriction of the ordinary (untwined) T-matrix 
T to the fixed points. This matrix is defined as the restriction to orbits of non-vanishing 
branching functions of the product T g ® (Tg') * of T-matrices for the characters of g 
and g~. 

We can summarize that the twining branching functions are a set of functions which 
can be described as the branching functions (4.12) of the diagonal coset of the orbit 
Lie algebra h of h. In particular they have nice modular transformation properties; the 
corresponding S- and T-matrices are given by the product of the S- and T-matrices of 
the orbit Lie algebras. 

4.2. Identities f o r  twining branching functions and S-matrices 

Before describing the implementation of fixed point resolution, we still need two 
more relations. Namely, it can happen that a fixed point is left fixed only by part of the 
identification group, while the rest of the identification group induces field identifications. 
We would like to identify the corresponding twining branching functions and their S- 
matrix elements also in this situation. In the present section we will derive relations 
for the twining branching functions (cf. (4.21)) and their S-matrix (cf. (4.20)) which 
show that this is indeed possible. 

The first important observation we can make is that when performing the field identi- 
fication required for some simple current -/1, the simple current of g with highest weight 
, ]2  : =  k(p)A(~o~o) gives rise to a simple current of the orbit Lie algebra ~. Namely, simple 
currents correspond to so-called cominimal fundamental weights A(~,20 ) of g (except for 
the isolated simple current of Es at level two), i.e. the associated Coxeter label has the 
value a~,20 = 1. Because of the identity [1] hti] = ai/si, it follows that for the ~bworbit 
[6J20] we have a[~,201 = 1 as well, which proves the observation. Note, however, that the 
simple current J2 of ~ on which J2 is projected can be trivial, i.e. the identity primary 
field, as is definitely the case for the orbit of the current J1 itself. Furthermore, the 
converse of the statement does not hold, i.e. it is not true that any simple current of 
arises in this way. Namely, in case there is an orbit with si = 2, it can give rise to an 

C (1) and its unique non-trivial additional simple current of ~ (as an example, take g = 2n+l 
simple current, which leads to the orbit Lie algebra ~ = Cn(1); the non-trivial simple 
current of ~ arises precisely from the unique orbit of ~ that has si = 2). 

Further, since the group of simple currents is abelian so that any two diagram auto- 
morphisms commute (see (2.17)),  the action of a~2 on the primary fields of ~ reproduces 
the action of ./2 on Jl-orbits of primary fields of g. To describe coset theories, we have 
to combine the corresponding statements for g and gl; in the case of fixed points, the 
pair (A; X)  of weights of g and gr that characterizes a branching function gets projected 
down to a pair (_~; ~t) of weights of ~ and ~.  

To analyze the situation for the identification current (Jh, Jh; Jh ), we can assume that 
the orbit Lie algebra h is again an untwisted affine Lie algebra and that there is again a 
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coset conformal field theory associated to the embedding (4.17). In the cases (compare 
e.g. Section 5) for which the orbit Lie algebra is a twisted affine algebra, the simple 
current has order 2 and the stabilizer is either trivial or the whole identification group. 
It is therefore natural to look at the diagonal embedding 

)] ,-+ h ® h, (4.17) 

where h is the orbit Lie algebra of h with respect to the simple current Jh. We claim 
that the fixed points of g/gt  which are allowed by the selection rules are in one-to- 
one correspondence to the branching functions allowed by the selection rules of the 
embedding (4.17). This can be seen as follows. 

To compute the monodromy charge 

Q2 ( (A; A') ) - h(~;~,) - hy2.(h;d, ) + i, i2 mod Z (4.18) 

of the field labeled by (A; A') with respect to the simple current ./2, we note that in 
the transition from g to ~ the conformal weights are shifted by a constant that does not 
depend on the branching function [ 1 ], so that we have 

02( (A;/~t) ) = h(A;A') -- hJ2*(A;a' ) -}- ['ly z modZ = hjz m o d Z .  (4.19) 

Here in the last equality, we use that -/2 is an identification current, which implies that 

h(A;A') -- hJ2*(A;a' ) G Z .  According to the relation (4.19), the monodromy charge of all 
allowed fixed points is a constant that does not depend on the specific fixed point. Since 
the simple current ./2 describes a selection rule for the embedding (4.17), it has spin 
0.7 It follows that the right-hand side of (4.19) vanishes. Thus we have derived that the 
monodromy charges of the projected fixed points with respect to the projected simple 
currents are zero. In other words, conjugacy class selection rules get projected down 
to selection rules, and all conjugacy class selection rules of (4.17) are obtained this 
way, so that in particular, as claimed above, the fixed points of the field identifications 
associated to the selection rules are in one-to-one correspondence. 

Two immediate consequences of this statement are the following. First, using (1.3) 

we have 

S~7~al;a,),(M;M ,) = ~I:,(h;~i,),(~a;ta,)= 6~(a;~i'),(~;~')= S~A;~'),(M;M') ' (4.20) 

i.e. '-'(A;a'),(M;M')¢[~'I] does not depend on the choice of representative of the ~o2-orbit. 
Second, from the identity (4.20) we conclude further that 

b[O,,] [ _ 1 ~ _  h[,ol] 
oJ~a,o~*a'"  ,1 - ] -  Z "~ [ ('Ol ] ( T )  ~ eo~ ( A;A' ),  ( M ; M ' )  ~ M , M '  

( M ; M  ~ ) 
(4.21) 

= ~ ( A ; A t ) , ( M ; M  t)  ~M,  Mt~. "J ) ~..A,A t ( - - T )  • 
( M ; M  r) 

7 Note that in the case when I~ is a twisted affine Lie algebra the identification current has order two so that 
fixed points with different stabilizer do not exist. 
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In other words, just as ordinary branching functions, the twining branching functions 
are identified as well. 

4.3. Resolution of  fixed points 

As seen in Section 3, field identification requires that all elements of the coset chiral 
algebra ~'Vg/g, have to commute with the map ~-o, for all automorphisms to E Gid. If a 
branching space 7-[A,A, with branching function hA,A, has a non-trivial stabilizer group 

GA,A' = {tO E Gid I w*A = A, w~*A ' = A~}, (4.22) 

then the corresponding mappings To, constitute endomorphisms of "]-~A,A', The fact that 
the action of the coset algebra and the mappings To, commute then implies immediately 
that 7"/a,A, carries a reducible representation of the coset chiral algebra Wg/g,, since 
already the eigenspaces with respect to To, form modules over Wg/g,. This way the 
implementation of field identification by the maps to, enforces fixed point resolution: 
one has to split the branching spaces 7"~A,A, into the eigenspaces with respect to the 
action of the stabilizer GA,A,. 

More precisely, let us consider any fixed branching space "~'~a,a', with branching 
function bA,a' and stabilizer group GA,A' C aid. Any character 

: GA,A' --+ C (4.23) 

of the stabilizer group GA,A' gives rise to an eigenspace 7-/(~!, of 7-/A,A, on which To, A,A 
has eigenvalue qt (to), i.e. acts like qr (to) times the identity map. Just as the branching 
functions for the spaces 7-/a,A, are denoted by bA,A', we denote the (Virasoro specialized) 
character of the eigenspace 7-(CA~A ), by b (~e) By construction, we have , A,A r • 

b A ' A r ( ' r ) =  Z b(qt?' ' A,A (7") (4.24) 
11~" EG*A,At 

where G'A, A, is the group of characters of GA,A'. Since the coefficients in the expansion 

of b(V'!, in powers of q = exp(2qrir) count the number of eigenstates at the relevant A,A 
grade, they are manifestly non-negative integers, and hence they are natural candidates 
for the characters of the resolved fixed points. 

Since ~-o, actson ~(~'!, A,A as the multiplication with qt(to), it follows that 

b[o,I'A,A ---- ~ trw(~) q~.0-~/24. ~(to) = Z ~r~(to) b('e!,A,A " (4.25) 
" ~ A,A ! 

~" E GA,Ar ~[~ E GUA,At 

The orthogonality relation 

~tO'~ ( t o )  ~-5"2(to) = IGA,A,[ 6qtl,q, 2 (4.26) 
o,E G A,A~ 

of the characters of GA,A' then implies that 
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b(~! ' 1 Z ~ * ( w )  b [°'1, (4.27) 
= IGA,A, [ A , A  " 

A,A 

tOEG A,A t 

Now recall that hi'°] is zero whenever w ~ GA,A'. It is therefore consistent to extend ~ A , A  t 

E G~, A, to a function on the full identification group Gid by setting qt(to) = 0 for 
w ~ GA,A'. (This extended function is not a character of Gid.) With this convention, 
which will simplify various formula~ later on, we can rewrite (4.27) as 

b(V,!, _ 1 q~* ( co) b[~I'A,A " (4.28) A,A IGA,A'I toEGid 

At this point the following comments concerning field identification are in order. 
As already seen in (2.17), diagram automorphisms corresponding to simple currents 
commute (the group of simple currents is abelian); this implies that the maps r,o~ and 
~'o,2 induced by any two simple current automorphisms ~Ol and to2 commute as well. 
Suppose now that to2 ~ Ga,A, so that to2 induces a field identification. We then have 

G A,A'  = Gto~A,~o~*A' , (4.29) 

i.e. the stabilizers of all branching functions that have to be identified are identical. 
Moreover, 7",02 respects the decomposition into eigenspaces. Namely, if v E ~(a,~),, i.e. 
r,o,v = q~(wl) v for all ~Ol E GA,a,, then also 

"l"Wl ( Z ~ z  V ) = "l'wz T"a~l U = ~/~ (O91) "7"¢a2V. (4.30) 

This shows that to,2 implements in fact the field identification between 7-/(¢') and A,A t 
(11,) ~*2A,o;;A', and the corresponding characters coincide. The characters of resolved fixed 

points of the coset theory are therefore 

XA(V, 1 1 ,A' := ~ ~ b(g', -- Z ~*(O1)b[wa~lA],~°~ *A'' (4.31) 
oJEGia o~*A,co'*A' ]Gid[" [GA,A'I tOl,tozEGi d 

or, inserting the identity (4.21), 

,,¥A(qr) _ 1 b ['°], = b (~) (4.32) ,A' IGa,A, I Z 't~*(O')) A,A A , A ' '  
toEGid 

Thus the true characters of diagonal coset conformal field theories can be expressed 
entirely in terms of branching functions and twining branching functions. 

4.4. Computation of  the S-matrix 

With the above results we are now also in a position to compute the S-matrix $[o,] 
explicitly. To this end we denote by the pair [A;A'] of highest weights in square 
brackets the orbit of  (A; A') with respect to the identification group Gid. Then we find 
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X(A~'A!(-- ) = [GidI " [GA,A'] O,,, ze~,, , o,~A,o);*A' q. 

1 
IG~dl" IGA,A'I" IGM, M'[ ~ ~ ,r,*%j x e[o,fl b[o,ll = at" k 11 o(w~A;w~*A,),(O,;M;O,;*M, ) O,;M,O,;*Mt(T) 

%323 [M;M,] 
1 

IG~dl-IGA,A'I" IGM,.'I ~-" ~ ~,*(o,,) s t'°'] "~ ( o,~A;~o;*At ),( ~oiM;o,;* M' ) 
°~ 1 '~°2 '~°3 [M;Mq 

E Gid 

h(~) (r~ X Z ~ (O) 1 ) ~O,;M,O,;*M' " ] 

¢'ca5. M, 

1 [o,,l - b (¢') rT'~ 
= ]GA,A,[" ]GM.M'I ~ Z Z ~*(O ' )1)  S(A;A'),(M;M') ~f(O)l) O,;M,O,;"M'' "~ 

[M;M'] OEG*M,Mt o,l,o,3GGid 

[Gid[ .•[o,11 ~(¢_O1) ] ,)¢'(M.~) (T)  
= ] G A , A q ~ G M ,  M,I ~ Z [ Z ~-'r*(('O1)~'A;a",(M;Mt) , " 

[ M;M' ] ~EGM.M ' O,I EGid 

(4.33) 

From this formula we read off that the actual S-matrix for a coset conformal field theory 
with fixed points is 

I a i d l  , • to,]  
• - gt (¢o) StA;A,I,[M;M, l S(ta;a'~'~)'(tM;M'~'~) - IGa,A'T: ~M,M I ~ ~,(o~) . (4.34) 

o,EGid 

Note that here gt E G'A, A, and ~ C G~,M,, so that according to our conventions, the 
summation is effectively only over the subgroup GA,A, 0 GM, M, of Gig. 

In Appendix B we will check that the matrix (4.34) is symmetric and unitary and that 
its square gives a permutation of order two on the primary fields of the coset conformal 
field theory. Moreover, as already mentioned we obtain a diagonal unitary matrix T by 
using the conformal weights of the branching functions. Thus the different fields into 
which a fixed point is resolved have the same T-matrix elements (although due to the 
character modifications their conformal weights might differ by integers): 

[A;A'] ,e) ,( tM;M'],~) = f~tA;A' ],[M;M'] ~ #  T(A;A').  (4.35) 

In the appendix we will also check S and T generate a unitary representation of 
SL(2,Z) .  Furthermore, in all cases we have checked explicitly, the matrix S gives rise 
via the Verlinde formula to non-negative integral fusion coefficients. 

As an illustration, consider the case where the identification group Gia is isomorphic 
to the cyclic group ZN with N prime. Then the identification group Gid has N characters 
gt = ~Fk, k = 0, 1 . . . .  , N -- 1, acting on n E ZN as 

~k(n)  = ( k . ,  (4.36) 

where 
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( : =  exp ( 2~ri ) 
N " (4.37) 

is a primitive Nth root of  unity. Then for any automorphism w ~ id in Gid the matrix 

S I'°'l is the same for all n =  1,2 . . . . .  N -  1, 

S[ o,"] o (a;a,),(~;#) =: S(a;a,),(~;#) (4.38) 

for n v~ 0, while of  course 

S[,o ] I * (a;a,),(~,;#) = S(a;a'),(~;#) -- Sa,~ (S~,,#) (4.39) 

is the S-matrix describing the modular behavior of  the ordinary branching functions. 
I f  either (A; W) or (M; M t) is not a fixed point, the sum in (4.34) has only one 

term, corresponding to the identity element of  Gid, and the S-matrix is a multiple of  the 

ordinary S-matrix element for the corresponding branching functions. More interesting 
is the case when both branching functions are fixed points; then we have 

1 N--1 

= "-'(A;A'),(/x;/#) ~ l  (n)  
n=0 

N - I  
1 Z ~.n(t-k) $[,o"] 

= ~ ~ (a;A'),(/z;/#) 
n=0 

N - 1  
1 S 1 o C(l_k) = ~ (~a'),(~;~') + ~S(A..~,),(~,;~,). 

n=l 

= ~ (a;a),(~;~) + 1 - ~ S(a;a,),(F,;#) 

1 S , , 1 o 
(a;a),(~;~ ) -- ~ S(a;a,),Oz;#) 

for l = k ,  

f o r l  ~ k. 

(4.40) 

This is precisely the expression for the S-matrix that has been conjectured in [7] .  

5. The diagonal Bn embeddings 

To illustrate our results presented in the previous sections we study now the diagonal 

coset theories based on 

(1) ~, (1) gt = 
g = ( B , , + I  , . @ ( B n + l ) l  , ( B ( l + ) ) 2  ( 5 . 1 )  

in some detail. In these cosets, we have the identification current (J, J; J ) ,  where J 

denotes the unique non-trivial simple current of  Bn (1). 
The coset theories (5.1) have Virasoro central charge 3 = 1, so that we can determine 

their characters also via a different route, namely by constructing them out of  a free 
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boson. The c = 1 conformal field theories have been classified, and looking at the 
spectrum, it turns out that the series so(N)1 @ so(N)l/SO(N)2 can be identified with 
Z2 orbifolds [11] of the U(1)  theory with 4N primary fields. The comparison of the 
known character formulae for the latter theories to the character modifications implied 
by our prescription provides us with a rather non-trivial consistency check. The coset 
description of these theories has fixed point problems only for odd N, and in (5.1) we 
have set N = 2n + 3. 

An analysis of these cosets has already been presented in [7]. The main results of 
that work can be summarized as follows. The set of conformal weights of the branching 
functions was shown to be equal to the set of conformal weights of the non-unitary 
minimal Virasoro models wi th  (p,q) = (2 ,N) .  Hence, according to the conjecture 
tbrmulated in [7],  the characters of those models are natural candidates for the character 
modifications. This conjecture was verified explicitly by computing the relevant orbifold 
characters, and showing that the difference between certain pairs of them is indeed equal 
to the minimal model characters. 

Our new results improve the description of these coset theories in two important ways: 
(1) We can derive the character modifications, rather than conjecturing them. 
(2) We can extend the analysis in principle to the entire series 

r u ( 1 )  ~ ( i )  (1) B(n + 1,k,l) := W"n+l)k ~ (Bn+l)l/(Bn+l)k+l, 

for arbitrary k and I. 
The reason why the procedure of [7] was limited to k = I = 1 is that except for 
k = l = 1 the fixed point conformal weights could not be identified with the spectrum 
of any known conformal field theory. Now according to the results of [ 1 ] the orbit Lie 
algebra of cuO) a is given by the twisted affine Lie algebra (/~2)) k. The results of ~- ~ n + l  J k 
the present paper then imply that the character modifications for B(n + 1, k, l) must be 

( ~(2) 'h. /( / '~ (2) B(n,k, l ) .  While this equal to branching functions of 8 (/~,(2)) k @ ,B n j , ,  n )~+t =: 
is true for arbitrary k and l, it is only for k = l = 1 that we have an explicit check. 

The coset theories B(n+ 1, k, l) have an identification current (J, J; J )  which satisfies 
the factorization property. For k = l = 1 the fixed points are the combinations (s, s; r ) ,  
where s and r E { 1,2 . . . . .  n + 1 } denote the primary fields that carry the fundamental 
spinor representation of Bn+l and the antisymmetric tensor representations, respectively. 
As was shown in [7], after fixed point resolution the combination (s, s; r) is resolved 
into two primary fields of the orbifold conformal field theory. Each of these two repre- 
sentations corresponds in its turn to two representations of the U(1)  theory. This can 
be described diagrammatically as follows: 

8 Although the notation used here is the same as the one we employ for coset conformal field theories, we 
are not proposing here a definition of coset theories of twisted affine algebras, but only of branching functions 
for the embedding of the algebras. 
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] q l = N - 2 r  D q = N - - 2 r ,  ,{ 
( s , s ; r )  FP q = - - N + 2 r ,  

(5.2) 

] q l = N + 2 r  D { q = N + 2 r ,  
q = - N  - 2r .  

Here the first step represents fixed point resolution of the coset theory, whereas the 
second step represents the extension of the orbifold chiral algebra by a spin-1 simple 
current, which becomes the U(1)  current of  the theory on the circle. The primary 
fields of the U(1)  theory are uniquely identified by their U(1)  charge q. The orbifold 
procedure identifies opposite charges and projects out the U(1)  current, but in the 
untwisted sector the absolute value of the charge can still be used to label  the fields. 
Since opposite charges are identified in orbifolding, it follows that in the inverse process 
of extending the orbifold chiral algebra the corresponding fields are fixed points of the 
spin-l simple current. 

It is extremely important to be aware of the difference between the two steps in the 
diagram (5.2). The first step represents fixed point resolution in a coset theory, and hence 
involves character modifications, while the second represents fixed point resolution in a 
'D-type'  modular invariant, which does not involve any character modification. Hence 
we have 

and 

b s s.r v o r b .  vorb. 
, , = " ~ U - 2 r  + " ~ U + 2 r  (5.3) 

x o r b .  - ,vc~trC.2r circ. v o r b .  _ circ. _ circ. 
N--2r -- _ = g _ N + 2 r ,  / t N + 2 r  -- g N + 2 r  -- g _ N _ 2 r ,  (5.4) 

w h e r e  l /°rb" and circ. . , q  ,~'q are the Virasoro specialized characters of the orbifold and of the 
U( 1 ) theory, respectively; the latter are just ratios of 0-functions for the circle theory 
and the r/-function. The character modification can thus be written as 

circ. circ. A~,-,s;r = XN-2r -- XN+2r, (5.5) 

where the overall sign was chosen in such a way that all A's are positive. We have 
now expressed the character modifications in terms of known functions, which are ratios 

2,N where X p,q denotes a of 0- and r/-functions. It was shown in [7] that As,~;r = Xr, 1 , r,s 
character of  a Virasoro minimal model. 

Now we turn to the description of these character modifications in terms of branching 
functions of twisted Kac-Moody algebras. A fixed point of  the simple current of R~l) U n + l  

has Dynkin labels (at ,  al,  a2 . . . . .  an+ 1) with a0 = al,  where the first label refers to the 
extended simple root. The twining character of the simple current automorphism was 
shown in [ 1] to be equal to the /~n ~2~ character for the highest weight with Dynkin 
labels (a l ,  a2 . . . . .  a,+l ), where the first label corresponds to the longest simple root 
and the last one to the shortest. The unique fixed point s of ~n+l~l) at level 1 has highest 
weight (0, 0, 0 . . . . .  0, 1); it is thus related to the/~2~ representation with Dynkin labels 
(0, 0, 1), which we will denote by g. At level 2 of  uC1) there are n + 1 fixed 

. . . , a - ~ n +  1 
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points, which we denote by r E {1,2  . . . . .  n + 1}, with highest weight (1, 1,0 . . . . .  0) 
for r = 1, ( 0 , 0 , 0  . . . . .  0, 1,0 . . . . .  0) (with ar+l = 1) for 1 ~< r ~ n, and (0 ,0  . . . . .  0 ,2 )  
for r = n + 1. They are mapped respectively to the/~(2) representations with highest 
weights ( 1,0 . . . . .  0) ,  (0 . . . . .  0, 1,0 . . . . .  0) and (0 . . . . .  0, 2) ,  to which we will refer 
by f. The identity we wish to check is then 

n+l  

[X~"" ] = ~ A s , s ; r X ~  ''2 • (5.6) 
r=l 

The characters for /~m~(1) and /~(2) can be written down explicitly by choosing an 
orthonormal basis el . . . . .  em in the weight space of  the horizontal Bm Lie algebra. In 
this basis the roots of  Bm are q-e i -I- ej with 1 ~< i < j ~< m and 4-ei with 1 ~ i ~< m. 
The simple roots of  the horizontal algebra are el - e2, e2 - e3 . . . . .  era-1 - em and era, 

and the extended simple root is - e l  - e2 for B ,  (1) and - 2 e l  f o r / ~ 2 ) .  The Weyl-Kac 
character formula yields in this basis 

Xw,k = q~(W,k) X ( w ,  k) (5.7) 
x ( 0 , o )  ' 

where ~ is the 'modular  anomaly '  (which equals h - c /24  in a conformal field theory),  
and 

Z(w, k):= 
IrESm niEZ 

~--~ J~i--0 mad 2 

X I ' I s i n ( [ w i + P i + n i ( k + g V ) ] O ~ r ( i ) ) q ½ ( k + g V ) n 2 + ( w + p ) ' n  ( 5 . 8 )  

i 

for B,.,k. Here w is a highest weight of  the Lie algebra, wi are its components in the 
orthonormal basis, k is the level, p the Weyl vector (whose components in the horizontal 
basis read p = (2~-1,2.-32 , " "  , 1 ) )  and g" the dual Coxeter number, g" = 2 m -  1. 

The variables Oi correspond to the generators of  the Cartan subalgebra of  B.(~ ). As we 
are only interested in Virasoro characters here, we will eventually set them to zero, but 
this can only be done after canceling common factors between the denominator and the 
numerator of  the character formula. The branching function is in fact independent of  
the variables Oi. 

For the twisted affine Lie algebra (/~,(~))k almost the same formula as (5.8) holds, 
namely 

~'ES., niEZ 

x H sin ( [wi -I- Pi + n i (k  + ~v) ] 0~r(i) ) q ½(k+~'v)n2+(w+')'n , (5.9) 
i 

the only modifications being that now ~ = 2m + 1 and that the second sum is over 
all integer-valued vectors n. The vector w is obtained in this case by writing the/~(2) 
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Dynkin labels as (b0, bl . . . .  bin) and regarding bl . . . . .  bm as Bm Dynkin labels. (To 
apply the formula (5.9), the resulting highest weight of Bm must then be converted to 
the orthogonal basis.) 

The modular anomaly for B.(~ ) is 

1 
68(w,k) = g ( A + 2 p ' A ) 8  1 m ( 2 m + l ) k  

k + 2 m - 1  24 k + 2 m - 1  (5.10) 

For/~(2) we find 
- - m  

I_(A+2p, A)~ 1 m ( 2 m - 1 ) k  km ~ ( w , k )  = 2 
k + 2 m +  1 24 k + 2 m + l  12" (5.11) 

Using these results one may check that for any fixed point the branching functions of 
B(n + 1, k, l) have the same modular anomaly as the corresponding ones of B(n, k, 1). 
This implies that for any fixed point the b~ranching function and the character modi- 
fications have the same modular anomaly, so that all characters receive corrections to 
their leading term. It also implies that we may drop the modular anomaly terms when 
checking (5.6), since they cancel. 

Although we have no analytic proof of the identity (5.6), the character formulae 
are explicit enough to allow numerical verification. In particular we have checked that 
for n = 1 and n = 2 the first 40 terms in the expansion in q agree, and we have 
verified the identity for all n in leading and next-to-leading order in q. The leading 
order check is straightforward. Note that the/~n (2) character formula has as its leading 
term the dimension of the representation of the horizontal Bn algebra (as it does for the 
untwisted algebra). Since on the left-hand side of (5.6) the ground state is a spinor and 
on the right-hand side they are antisymmetric tensors of rank r - 1, the leading order 
of (5.6) amounts to the condition 

r---O 

which is indeed satisfied. 

6. Summary and outlook 

In this article, we have solved the problem of resolving field identification fixed points 
of diagonal coset conformal field theories, and of fixed points in the even larger class of 
generalized diagonal cosets. To this end we have implemented both field identification 
and fixed point resolution directly on the branching spaces. Technically, this was achieved 
by the use of automorphisms of the Dynkin diagram which fulfill the factorization 
property (2.16). They give rise to w-twining maps ~',o on the branching spaces. 

One important insight that we gain from this construction is that the coset chiral 
algebra Wg/g, is not the commutant of the subalgebra g~ in (some closure of) the 
universal enveloping algebra of U(g), but rather (contained in) a subalgebra of it, 
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namely the subalgebra that is fixed by all simple current automorphisms of the Dynkin 
diagram that fulfill the factorization property. 

We have seen that precisely this property enforces fixed point resolution: on the fixed 
points, Le. those branching spaces on which the identification group acts non-freely, the 
action of the chiral algebra cannot change the eigenvalue of eigenvectors with respect 
to the action of the stabilizer. Therefore we must split these branching spaces into 
the various eigenspaces with respect to that action. The recently developed theory of 
twining characters and orbit Lie algebras shows that this splitting is governed by a 
natural mathematical structure which allows for explicit calculations. In particular, we 
have derived expressions for both the characters and the S-matrix of  the coset theory 
in terms of the corresponding data of the orbit Lie algebras and of group characters of 
the identification group. Finally, we have made this resolution procedure explicit for a 
specific example of cosets describing the Z2 orbifolds of a compactified free boson. 

Our results can be extended in several directions. First of  all, one would also like 
to describe more general cosets than the generalized diagonal ones. However, we do 

not know any other examples of coset conformal field theories where the factorization 
property holds. This implies that in the general case, one cannot restrict oneself to strictly 
outer automorphisms to, to' on g and g'. Rather one has to allow for more general outer 
automorphisms of g and g', which are the product of a strictly outer automorphism and 
some compensating inner automorphism corresponding to an element of the Weyl group. 
A candidate for such automorphisms is the spectral flow described in [4]. However, we 
expect that most features we encountered in the case of generalized diagonal cosets will 
also be present in the general case of arbitrary embeddings g'  ~ g; in particular, we 
conjecture that the formula (4.34) for the S-matrix of the coset conformal field theory 
will still be valid. 

Taking into account inner automorphisms will definitely be necessary for the descrip- 
tion of those identification currents which act non-trivially only in the subalgebra gt; 
these ' ( 1; J)  currents' are expected to present particular problems. In this context, it is 
interesting to remark that the so-called maverick cosets [ 19], i.e. those cosets which 
possess further selection rules in addition to the conjugacy class selection rules, always 
have such identification currents, and that these currents have fixed points. There are, 
however, examples of coset conformal field theories which also fulfill these criteria, but 
which are nevertheless not maverick. 

As a side remark, we mention that in addition to the maverick cosets found in [20], 
there is at least one other maverick coset, given by g = E8 and g' = A1 @ ET, with all 
algebras at level 2.9 (The analogous embedding at level 1 is a conformal embedding, 
just as for the other maverick cosets). It has as an identification current (1;J,  J ) ,  
where J stands for the unique non-trivial simple current of A1 and E7, respectively; this 
identification current has fixed points. The branching rules for this coset (see Ref. [21, 
§4.3, example (j) ] ) show that there is an additional non-vanishing branching function, 
corresponding to (A~7); A~0~ + A~ 1), A(7) ), that has conformal weight zero and therefore 

9 Thus the A-D-E classification of maverick cosets that was conjectured in [20] is not complete. 
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should be identified with the vacuum of the (putative) coset theory. However, the 
weights involved are not on any simple current orbit of the vacuum. 

Finally, we want to point out that there are still more open conceptual problems in the 
description of the coset construction, which are largely independent of the problem of 
field identification and fixed point resolution. First of all, one should show that there is a 
suitable extension 0 (g) of the universal enveloping algebra U (g) such that the candidate 
coset chiral algebra ~/Vg/g, fulfills all requirements for a chiral algebra of a conformal 
field theory. Moreover, in order to prove that ~,Vg/g, is indeed the - maximally extended 
- chiral algebra of the coset theory, one must, in the absence of field identification fixed 
points, also show that the branching spaces are i rreducible  modules of Wg/g,, and that 
each isomorphism class of irreducible modules appears precisely once. (Note that for 

/> 1 the branching spaces are highly reducible as modules over the coset Virasoro 
algebra.) In the presence of field identification fixed points, one has to prove the same 
statements for the eigenspaces of  the maps 7",o. 

Appendix A. The factorization property and the uniqueness of modular anomalies 

In this appendix we drop the assumption that the embedding g~ ~ g describes a 
generalized diagonal coset. Whenever the embedding gt ~ g preserves the triangular 
decomposition, the restriction ~o t of a strictly outer automorphism of g which satisfies 
the factorization property is again a strictly outer automorphism of g/. Namely, first, as 
a restriction of a homomorphism, ~o / is a homomorphism of gt. Second, from w N = id 
it follows that also ~o IN = id; this implies that o t  is surjective and injective, and hence 
an automorphism of gt; moreover, the order N t of ~o / divides the order N of w. Since 
both the embedding gt '--+ g and the automorphism oJ (2.12) respect the triangular 
decomposition of g, we have oY(g~) = w(g~) C_ o)(ge) C g# for #E  { + , o , - } ,  while 
w~(g~) C_ g~ by the factorization property of w ~. Together it follows that oY(g~) _C 
g# A g~ = g~, and hence 09 / is a strictly outer automorphism of gt. 

It can also be shown that any strictly outer automorphism satisfying the factorization 
property leads to a selection rule of the form (3.11) and leaves the generators of the 
coset Virasoro algebra invariant. The proof of this assertion has some interesting by- 
products; it proceeds as follows. From the definition (3.8) of the branching function it 
is apparent that (up to an overall prefactor q ha-ha'-~/24,  where h denotes the conformal 

weight) the coefficient dn of the power qn of the branching function counts how many 
highest weight vectors of gt with highest weight A t occur at grade n in the g-module 
with highest weight A. Now the highest weight vectors of g / in  ~A with highest weight 
A' are in one-to-one correspondence to highest weight vectors of g~ in ~-~ta~A with 
highest weight w*(A) at the same grade of the module. This implies that the associated 

branching functions are related by 

bw*A,`o'*A' (7") = e21rida'a'l"bA,A , (q') , (A.])  
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where dA,a, := ho,*A -- hA -- ho,*,A, + ha,.  In particular, b,o*A,o,*'A' vanishes if and only if 
bA,A' vanishes. Also, from (3.10) we learn that 

bto*a,w*'A' ( -1)  = ~ Sto*A,MS**,A,,M, bM.M'(T) . (A.2) 
M,M ~ 

On the other hand, using (A.1), we see that 

bo~*A,~o*'a' ( 1 )  = e_2rrida.a,/r ~ SA,MS.A,,M ' bM,M, (q'). (A.3) 
M,M' 

Let us assume that bA, A, does not vanish; then by comparing the two results we obtain 

the identity 

e-2crida,,,,/r = ~-~'M,M' S,o*A,MS**'A',M'bM, M ' (r)  (A.4) 

~M,M' Sa,MS]',M'bM, M ' (r)  

between two functions on the complex upper half plane H+ ( I m r  > 0). 
Since both g and g~ have only a finite number of primary fields, we can define M as the 

smallest common denominator of the conformal weights of all branching functions and 
rewrite (A.4) in terms of the variable x : =  e 2¢riz/M. Branching functions are holomorphic 

functions on H+ [21, §1.6], and hence the right-hand side of (A.4) converges to a 

meromorphic function on H+. Manifestly, we can also interpret it as a meromorphic 
function in x for Ix[ < 1. After multiplying both numerator and denominator of the 

right-hand side with an appropriate power of x to get rid of negative powers of x which 
stem from terms of the form q-C/24 in the characters, we can assume that both contain 

only positive powers of x. 
The left-hand side of (A.4) is a priori defined not on x-space, but rather on an infinite 

covering of it. If both sides of (A.4) are identical, then also this side has to give rise 
to a function in x and we do not have to worry about branch cuts any more. Since the 

left-hand side of (A.4) tends to 1 for Im r --+ oo, x = 0 has to be a regular point for 
both sides, and hence also the derivatives of the left side with respect to x have to exist 

at x = 0. However, the first derivative of the left side diverges for x ~ 1, unless da,a, 
vanishes. 

Thus we have dA,A' = 0. From (A.1) we then learn that 

bw*A,w*'A' -~ bA,a' (A.5) 

for all pairs (A, A I) of integrable highest weights. In other words, the eigenvalue equa- 
tion Lova = hva, where va is an element of any weight space in any irreducible module, 
implies that Zoro, va = hro, va as well. 

The argument we just presented also gives some further important insight. Suppose 
one is given a set of functions of the modular parameter r which transform under the 
transformation r ~-+ - 1 / 7 "  to linear combinations of these same functions, like e.g. the 
characters of some rational conformal field theory or, as in the case of our interest, the 
branching functions. Our argument then shows that, whenever two such functions differ 
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only by a factor which is some power of q, they must in fact be identical. In the case of 
a rational conformal field theory, this implies that if the modules of two primary fields 
have the same number of states at all degrees, then the two primary fields must have 
the same conformal weight. 

With the help of  the relation (A.5) the promised results are recovered as follows. 
Taking into account the transformation (2.14) of the Virasoro algebra under strictly 
outer automorphisms and its analogue for g', we can make the most general ansatz 

(-o -1 (Lo)  = Lo - (v, Ho) + Z~pK<p> (A.6) 
P 

for w -1 (L0),  where K(p) are the central elements for the various ideals of g and the 
sum is over these ideals. Using the w-twining property (3.4) of To,, we then see that 
for any vector va with weight a in any highest weight module of  g we have 

h ro~va= Loq'~,va = ~'o,w -1 (Lo)  va = r~o (Lo - (v, Ho) + ~ ~pK(p)) va 

P (A.7) 
= ( h -  ( v , a )  +~7_,(,,k(p))ro, va. 

P 

Since this equation has to be valid at any combinations of levels k(p) and for any weight 
A, it follows that all the coefficients ~:p vanish and that also v = 0. This implies that 

~--~ (A<~0,,p,,/4<p, ) = Z ( ei{ a,,0,),g,,/~'(p,) ) , (A.8) 
p p+ 

which is the desired generalization of (3.11). The sums in (A.8) are over the ideals of 
and g', respectively. From this result both the conjugacy class selection rules and the 

invariance of the coset Virasoro algebra follow in the same manner as in the case of 
diagonal cosets. 

Appendix B. Properties of the S-matrix of  the coset theory 

In this appendix we describe several checks which show that the S-matrix for the 

coset conformal field theory, i.e. 

laid[ , 
S([A;A']'~')'([M;M']'f~) = IGA,ATI :/-GM, M I ~ ~ *  ((.0) ~['K'[a~]A;A'],[M;M'] • ((.0) (B.1) 

O)EGid 

as defined in Eq. (4.34) is a unitary symmetric matrix, that its square gives a permutation 
of order 2 which leaves the vacuum fixed, and that together with the T-matrix T of 
(4.35) it obeys ( S T ) 3  = ,52, i.e. that it possesses all the properties required for a proper 

S-matrix. 
As a first step we derive some identifies for the S-matrices of twining branching 

functions which will be helpful in proving these assertions. Let us first derive some 
consequences of  the unitarity of  the tensor product S g ® (Sg')* of the S-matrix of g 
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and the complex conjugate of the S-matrix of gl. 10 If  (A; At), (N; N ' )  are the labels 

of two non-vanishing branching functions, then when summing over all elements of the 
identification group Gid and over all combinations (M; M ~) of integrable weights of g 
and g', the fact that S g ® (S g' )* is unitary implies that 

E E ~t°*(A;At)'(M;M')~M;M'),(N;N') = E~t°*(A;At)'(N;N') 
m E G i d  ( M ; M  t ) o ) E G i d  

= IGA,A ' I " 8[A;A'I,tN;N'I , ( B . 2 )  

where the last Kronecker delta refers to Gia-orbits. On the other hand, we can compute 
this sum also as 

Z E So~*(A;A'),(M;M')S(*M;M'),(N;N' ) 
mCGid (M;M t) 

= E E e2'riQ~((U;U')) S(A;A'),(M;M') 8(*M,M'),(N;N,) 
toEGid (M;M/) 

= IGidl" ~ S(A;A'),(M;M') S(*M;Mt),(N;N' ) (9.3) 
{ M;M t ) 

Q( { M;M t ) }=0 

Iaidl = 
= Z JaM, Mr [ S[A;Atl'[M;Mt] S[*M;M'] "[N;N']" 

[M;M t ] 
Q( ( M;Mt ) )--O 

Here in the first line we used (1.3); then we performed the summation over the iden- 
tification group; and finally we wrote the result in terms of a sum over orbits of non- 
vanishing branching functions that have to be identified. The notation Q( [M; M'] ) = 0 
indicates that the monodromy charge with respect to all simple currents in the identifi- 
cation group Gid vanishes. The S-matrix elements corresponding to orbits [A; A I] and 
[M; M'] of pairs (A;A')  and ( M ; M  t) appearing in the final form are well defined 
because the original S-matrix elements are constant on the orbits provided that their 
monodromy charges vanish. 

Comparison of the two results yields the identity 

]Gial 2 
IGM, M'I " StA;A'~,tM;M'~ St*M;M,~,tN:N,~ = IaA,a'l " t$[A;A'I,[N;N']. (9.4)  

[ M;M t ] 
Q( ( M:M ! ))=0 

Next we note that charge conjugation acts in a natural way on simple current orbits, 

so that we are given a matrix C[A;a'I,[M;M'] which describes a permutation of order two 
of the orbits of  non-vanishing branching functions. Performing a similar computation as 
above, one derives the identity 

m Note, however, that this tensor product matrix does not describe the behavior of the branching functions 
under ~- ~ - 1 / r .  This follows e.g. from the observation that this matrix has non-vanishing matrix elements 
between vanishing and non-vanishing branching functions. 
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[Gid[ 2 
IGM, M,I " StA;A'],tM;M'1 SIM;M'MN,  N'1 -- I a a , a , [ -  Cta;a,],tJv;N,] • (8.5) 

[ M ; M  r ] 
Q(  ( M : M  ! ))--0 

analogous to (B.4). 
Furthermore, recall that we defined a T-matrix T as the restriction to orbits of non- 

vanishing branching functions of the product Tg ® Tg' of T-matrices of g and g~; a 
similar computation as above leads to the relation 

[aid] 
IGM, M,I S[A;At]'[M;M'] ~[M;M'] S[M;M'],[N;N'] 

[ M ; M  t ] 
Q(  ( M ; M  ! I }=0 

--1 
= ~ A ' I  'StA;n'MN;Nq T[N;Nq • (B.6) 

Finally, in the derivation of the identities (B.4)-(B.6)  one can substitute ,-q[a;A'] ,[M;M'] 
by ¢[,o1 and ~[M;M'] by "r['°] thereby obtaining analogous relations for the ~'~[A;A'],[M;M'] ~ [M;M'] ' 
matrices $1o~1 and 7 "['°1, where the sum is now over all fields in the fixed point theory 
for which the monodromy charge with respect to to all simple currents in the fixed 
point theory vanishes, (~( (A; ¢~t)) = 0. However, as we have seen after Eq. (4.19), this 
monodromy charge vanishes precisely if the corresponding monodromy charge before 
projection vanishes. Thus the formulae (B.4) remains true if only $ is replaced by 
$[,ol. As for the analogue of Eq. (B.6) we remark that, since the conformal weights of 
the fields into which a fixed point is resolved differ only by integers, one has in fact 
Ti [~1 = T[M;M']. Also, one checks by inspection that for all diagram automorphisms M;M r ] 

p[,~] of affine Lie algebras '~[A;a'],[N;N'1 = C[A;A'],[N;N'] is independent of o2, too. Therefore, 
we have formulae analogous to (B.4)-(B.6)  in which only S is replaced by S [~'). 

We now combine Eqs. (B.4), (B.5) and (B.6) and their analogues for S [~'1 instead 
of S with the following two identities for the characters of an abelian group. First, 

E tie(W) = IGA,A']" t~,e,  (B.7) 

where e denotes the unit element of the group GA,A, C_ Gid. Second, for any q" E G'A, A, 
and any q~ E G~4, M, one has 

g'*(¢o) qT,(~o) = E ~ * ( w )  ~'(oJ) = [aa,a, f3 GM, M']" 8~,¢,. (B.8) 
¢oCGid ~ C G A , A t I - I G M , M t  

To show that the S-matrix is symmetric, we take the transpose of (B.1). Observing 
that ~b and &-l  yield the same orbit Lie algebra so that 

,_ql ,--~ l = .¢[~,1 ( B . 9 )  (A;A'),(M;M t) ~(A;A'),(M;M') ' 

and that this is a symmetric matrix, we get 

S(IM;M'],qQ,([A;A'],~') ---- IGA,A,I[Gid~MM, I E ~ *  (¢'O) "Q[°'-I1~[A;A']'[M;M'] 'lff(O.)). (B.10) 
" m E G i d  
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Using the property ~ ( c o - 1 )  = qr*(w ) of group characters, the symmetry property then 
follows by summing over co-l instead of over w. 

To show that the S-matrix (4.34) is unitary, we calculate 

[M;M'] ~ff2EG*M.MI 

• ~[A;A'],[M;Mt] \V[M;Mt],[N;N'] ! 
= ~ IGA,A']" [GM, M'I 2 IGN, N'I ¢'~eO~, ~Ol,go2~Gid [ M;M t ] 

×~'~'(col ) ~z (col) ~2 (co2) q'~' (co2) 
[Gid[ 2 

= ~ Iaa,a,l" IGM, M'I'IGN, N'I [ M;M I ] 

~ .  ~[°/1 ] /.~[¢Ol ] "~ g¢ ~-2. * 
• ..Z[A;AZl,[M;Mt ],,V[M;Mt],[N;Nt ] ) r 1 (CO1)I I - f ; (COl l )  X 

rol EGid 

1 ~ S[A:A,],[N;N,I~lr~(O)I)alr3(COl) 

= ~[ A;A'] ,[N;N'] (~qt, ,~s • (B.11 ) 

Here we used the analogue of the relation (B.4); a parallel computation using (B.5) 
shows that 

Z ~ S([A;At]'qrl)'([M;Mt]'~z'2)S([M;Mt]'~[z2)'([N;Nt]'~3) 
[ M;M'] ~2CG~.M, 

= C[(A;A')],[(N;N')] t ~ l , g r  3 • (B.12) 

Here C[ (A;A')],t (N;N')] is the charge conjugation matrix of the coset theory; the matrix C 
is manifestly a permutation of order two of the primary fields which leaves the identity 
primary field [0; 0] fixed. Thus charge conjugation acts in a trivial way on the labels 
which describe the fixed point resolution• 

Our final check concerns the relation ( S ' T )  3 = S 2, or equivalently, S T S  = : T - I S 7  - - l  . 

Using (B.6)  we have 

Z ~ ¢~([A;ACl'~I)'(tM;M']'~z)~f[[M;MZlS(tM;M'I'ltr2)'(tN;NC]'¢s) 
[ M;M t ] I]]2EGM.Mt 

IGidl 2 X-" 

A., Iaa,a, I . JaM, M, 12. IG~,N'I [ M;M ~ ] 

X ~ ~ ~ [ ~ , ]  "7" .~[~2~ ~'~[ A;A' ],[ M;M' ] ~[ M;M' ] ~[ M;M' ],[ N;N' ] 
tlr2~GM, M, Wl ,eo2 EGid 

×e~  (CO!) ~2 (a'l W~ (~O2) ~3 (a'2) 
]aidl m 

= ~ Iaa,a'l "[GM,M'I'IG~,~'I [ M;M' ] 
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X Z .q[tol] ,it- c ' [ tol ]  , r , * t  . 
~[  A;A' 1, [ M;M'] " [  M;M'] ¢'J[ M;M" ], [ N;N' ] "r l k to I ) ~ 3  ( ~01 ) 

tol Eaid 

[G~al -~  tto, l - 1  • 
= IGA,A, I . [GN, N, [ Z T~a.,A,)S(A;A,),(N;N,)T~N;Ng~F1 ( w l ) ~ F 3 ( w l )  

tot EGid 

= [A;A'],q"I),([N;Nt],~3) ~[N;N'] " (B.13) 

In summary,  for  any coset  conformal  field theory in which  the identif icat ion group 

Gid possesses  the factor izat ion proper ty  we  obtain a unitary representat ion o f  S L ( 2 , Z ) ,  

wi th  S symmet r i c  and 7" diagonal .  

Let  us also ment ion  that we  do not  yet  have a general  p r o o f  that insert ing the fo rmula  

(B .1 )  into the Verl inde fo rmula  yie lds  non-negat ive  integral  fusion coefficients.  However ,  

we have checked  in many  examples  that this further  condi t ion  for the consis tency o f  the 

coset  conformal  field theory  is indeed fulfilled. 
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